Cost to upgrade breaker box

Get free estimates from electrical contractors near you or check out our cost guide below. Total
costs depend on the type of home, the number of circuits, and the amperage. Our homes are
using more energy than ever before, and the electrical system that was installed decades ago
may not have the necessary capacity to handle the electrical load required of it today. To keep a
house running smoothly, the proper rating of electrical panel can eliminate tripped circuit
breakers and prevent fires. Electrical panel replacement typically takes 8 to 10 hours which
includes amp capability, a new panel with main breaker and ten circuit breakers, labor, and all
required materials. The biggest cost for most electrical work is labor. Installation costs depend
on the labor required. New wires may need to be added or replaced, or if anything needs to be
brought up to code. A amp breaker box may be sufficient for households with minimal use of
electricity, but most modern homes require amps. There are a few reasons for a new breaker
box installation over a fuse box. The main circuit breaker shuts off the electricity to the house in
one move. If one of the smaller circuit breakers fails to trip, the main circuit breaker will trip, as
a backup. It will also trip if there is a significant surge of electricity, such as lightning. If it trips
often enough, soon it will need to be replaced. If you notice them tripping regularly, you might
look into getting them replaced or upgrading your panel box. Some are more resilient and can
be buried underground. Older meter boxes contain mercury, which is poisonous. The newer
electric meter boxes operate digitally and provide a more accurate record of usage. They also
record other information such as the date and time any electricity was used. This enables you to
identify your peak usage hours and find ways to cut back, thereby saving money. That can
prove to be frustrating, it can take longer than expected, and it could even be dangerous. Hire a
licensed electrician to do the job. A sub panel box is smaller and usually supplies electricity to a
garage or a small building. A sub panel is also a good solution to the electrical needs created
when you finish out a basement or add on a room. Instead of adding circuit breakers to your
main electrical panel, simply add a sub panel. The lower price is for moving it 10 feet with
nothing that needs repairing or brought up to code; the electrician just needs to extend the
connections. If you need to rewire a house to bring it outside, upstairs, or add circuits, it will
cost more. The electrical box is usually located outside your home where the electricity enters,
for easy access in an emergency. Many homeowners are now moving old boxes outside for this
reason. The electrical panel box is usually installed alongside the electric meter. These
guidelines affect building codes across the country because of their adherence to safety
measures designed to prevent fire. There may be old wiring that needs to be brought up to
code, worn parts that need to be replaced, and sometimes drywall that needs to be opened.
There is also the cost of a permit and the subsequent inspections. It may be what keeps your
home safe from fire. After labor costs for installation or any repairs, the electrical panel is the
next biggest expense for a homeowner. In some cases, a new panel will cost less than an
upgrade because a new construction installation is open no drywall to open , the wires are new
no wires to update , the panel is new, and everything goes together much faster than digging
through an older installation. Below are pricing samples for electrical panels from top brands.
Prices are from Home Depot. The warranty offered can make a difference in your purchasing
decisions. If you have a Federal Pacific Electric panel, you should probably have it replaced.
FPE or Zinsco panels fall under the same category. If and when these old panels malfunction,
they are considered high risk for fire danger, and it's time to update the entire panel.
Homeowners are running more appliances, HD televisions, computers, and smart devices, as
well as charging stations. Houses need to have adequate power. If you answer yes to any of the
following questions, you should upgrade or replace your old panel and install a new functional
electrical system. Some electrical work is fine to DIY, but a licensed electrician should do big
jobs like replacing an electrical panel. In fact, in some places, building codes require this kind of
work to be done by a licensed electrician. Updating your electrical system must be done by
someone who is entirely familiar with all the building codes and regulations. Errors will lead to
electrical fires, which can have devastating consequences. Electrical work needs to be done by
a licensed, insured, and bonded electrician. They have the knowledge, experience, and training
to do this job safely and on time. It is unsafe to do an electrical upgrade any other way. When
choosing your electrician, get three detailed quotes and choose based on experience,
insurance, and multiple 4- or 5-star online reviews. Should you upgrade an electrical panel
without a permit? You could even get fined for not getting one. Also, the inspection process and
accompanying pass will give you peace of mind. A reputable electrician will not skip the permit
process. It may cost more and take longer to have inspections done, but in the end, it will
ensure the electrical upgrade is done correctly and will operate safely. That alone is worth a
million bucks. Get free estimates. How much will your electrical panel cost? Circuit breakers are
more convenient. If the electrical circuit trips the switch, you just flip it back on. If a fuse goes
out, you must replace it. Old fuse boxes were never designed to handle the electrical load we

now require from our homes. Installing bigger fuses creates a fire hazard. Fuse Box vs. Indoor
vs. AFCI vs. Arcing can happen when a mouse chews on a wire or when the appliance you just
plugged in starts to overheat. The AFCI replaces a regular circuit breaker in the panel. Ground
fault circuit interrupter GFCI â€” This type of outlet is required whenever water is nearby, and
the GFCI is the one that shuts things down when water gets too close. GFCI Circuit Breakers
AFCI GFCI Required in bedrooms, dens anywhere people may sleep , kitchen, and laundry areas
Required in bathrooms, kitchen, laundry rooms, garages, crawl spaces, wet bars, exterior
outlets, pool and spa areas Inexpensive to install Inexpensive to install Interrupts arcing in the
wire Interrupts current flowing along the wrong path Eliminates some fire threats Not suitable
for use with refrigerators or freezers Top Service Panels Brands Below are pricing samples for
electrical panels from top brands. Is your home older than 20 years?. Have you done some
remodeling or added people to your family adding appliances and computers? Does your
electrical panel feel warm? Do the breakers trip when you plug in an appliance or while a device
is running? Does your home operate from a fuse box? Is there a smell associated with your
electrical panel? Do your lights flicker or dim regularly? Is there a buzzing or crackling noise
coming from your outlets? Is it black around some of the outlet holes? Do you use lots of power
strips? Advantages Disadvantages More power into your home The initial cost A safer home, as
fire dangers from old panels and electrical components are eliminated. The mess and
inconvenience of a construction project. Hiring an Electrician Some electrical work is fine to
DIY, but a licensed electrician should do big jobs like replacing an electrical panel. Safety wiring installed wrong tends to catch on fire. Knowledge of codes and procedures â€” the
electrician is up to date on those issues. Tools and equipment â€” Electricians already have the
best tools and everything they need to do the job. Experience â€” they have done the job
repeatedly, so they know the safest and quickest way to get the job done. Contacts â€”
Electricians can get parts and materials at a lower cost than you can. Training â€” electricians
undergo regular and consistent training with the latest information in building codes and the
newest information on parts such as panels and circuit breakers. Insurance â€” if something
goes wrong on the job in your home , their insurance will cover the damage. Sometimes the
best deal cost more money; in this case, hiring the professional is the best deal. Why Choose a
Licensed Electrician? Upgrading an Electrical Panel Without a Permit Should you upgrade an
electrical panel without a permit? Get free estimates on HomeGuide from trusted electrical
companies: Get free estimates References. Millions of people ask HomeGuide for cost
estimates every year. We track the estimates they get from local companies, then we share
those prices with you. Related Articles. Electrical Panel. Get Started. Electricians Near You.
Looking for Electricians near you? How it Works. Electricians Near Me. Cheaper than circuit
breakers More sensitive to current Can be replaced by the homeowner. Must be replaced when
tripped Fuses are too small for most of the appliances we own. Less sensitive to current
changes More expensive to replace Must be replaced by a licensed electrician. Required in
bathrooms, kitchen, laundry rooms, garages, crawl spaces, wet bars, exterior outlets, pool and
spa areas. Currently, many homeowners are doing this update because they find that they can
no longer add a new appliance or a device that uses electricity because their current electric
panel does not have enough capacity. Today, given the growing number of computers, high def
televisions, multiple appliances and electrical devices that many homes have, having at least
amp electrical panel is needed to support this high level of usage. Get started by contacting a
local licensed electrician for a free estimate. Many people are currently doing this improvement,
because in the majority of homes, circuit breaker panels are usually amp. In many cases, they
are as low as 60 amps. This is simply not enough. A less expensive, popular circuit break brand
is Square D by Schneider Electric. The upgrade will include disconnecting and then
reconnecting the power line to the home, installing a new meter socket outside and replacing
the circuit breaker panel. Note, your electric company will be the one to disconnect and
reconnect the power, NOT the electrician. It is also recommended to install a whole-house surge
protector, because surges that result form lightning and from small usage fluctuations can
damage wiring, appliances, and electronics. There may be an additional cost to upgrade your
panel to amps. During the installation, your electrician may discover some additional things that
may need to be repaired or replaced. These include old wiring, worn outlets, outdated fixtures
and damaged circuits. Depending on what needs to be done, expect to pay anywhere from a few
hundred to a few thousand dollars extra. To budget for this project accurately, its is best to ask
an electrician to come out and give you a price estimate. It takes an average of hours to
complete the upgrade, without any major complications. There is such a wide range because of
local price differences for contractor labor. High income suburbs, as well as very expensive
cities, such as New York, San Francisco, etc. Lower income suburbs and towns, will have
significantly lower pricing. Moreover, well established, larger companies will charge you more

than smaller ones. This is because in smaller companies, the owner is a licensed electrician,
and he comes out to do work himself. It is very important to only hire a LICENSED professional,
because electrical work that is performed without proper knowledge and not up to code is a real
fire hazard. This panel is the central piece of the entire electrical system of your home. It
determines how much power is available for the circuits to distribute to all the appliances,
devices and outlets in your house. There is also a main switch above these columns that
controls power to the entire house. Each circuit breaker controls the electrical current that flows
to a specific outlet. Its job is to protect your home from power surges or current overloads. An
overload occurs when more amperage travels across a circuit than it is designed to handle. In
this case, a properly functioning circuit breaker will safely fail, thereby preventing a fire. If your
electrical panel is very old and not designed to handle the electrical usage that is currently
taking place, you may be facing a serious fire hazard. There a signs that your circuit breakers
are overloaded. Its very important to watch for these, and take immediate action by calling in an
electrician. In this case, you need to contact an electrician immediately, so they can either repair
or upgrade it. Even if the electrician finds that your current panel can be repaired, we
recommend replacing and upgrading it, if you can afford it. You will still need to eventually do
this upgrade anyway. If you currently have a fuse panel its better and much safer to switch to a
breaker panel. If your electrical usage is expected to go up significantly, you will need to do this
upgrade. This can happen in such cases as wanting to install an electric tankless hot water
heater, which uses up about amp, or needing to charge an electric car. Many prospective
homeowners are looking for homes that are electrically wired to handle all the newest advents
in home technologies and appliances. Upgrading your electrical panel will make your home a lot
more attractive and in line with the current standards. While the cost of this upgrade is
significant, it is a very smart long-term investment. Even if you are not noticing any signs of
failure or overload, but you know that your electrical panel is a few decades old, it may be time
to replace it. On average, it has a service life of years. If you know that yours is older than 25
years, an electrician should inspect it to determine what needs to be done. Some older electrical
panels have outdated technology, and its best to replace them. This includes: split-buss panels,
cheap builder-grade panels. Many electricians consider old panels that have been manufactured
by Zinsco and FPE to be very problematic. They are great candidates for replacement. Finally, it
is a good idea to replace your electric panel if it has been in contaminated water, or corrosive
environment. This happens when they get tired of the circuit breaker constantly tripping, and
replace it with a LARGER circuit breaker. The problem is the existin
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g wire is not made to handle this increase. Consequently, there is now a serious danger of an
overload. You should know that if the circuit breaker is tripping, it means that the wire running
from your electrical panel to your appliances or devices is overloaded. It is in danger of
catching fire. In this case, an electrician needs to upgrade the panel, NOT replace the circuit
breaker itself! This should not be taken lightly, as about people die from being electrocuted in
their homes every year! All because they think they know what they are doing. This happens
because there is a loose connection somewhere within the circuit. It is common to see this
hazard in very old homes. This is why, if you live in an old house, you should get an electrician
to inspect your electric panel to make sure its not overloaded. You should do this even if you
have not experienced any issues. These cost 40 to 47 dollars a piece for 20 amp single pole
breakers that used to cost 5. Leave a Reply Cancel reply.

